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or outcomes resulting from the use of this material.
While every attempt has been made to provide information that is both
accurate and effective, the author does not assume any responsibility for
the accuracy or use/misuse of this information.
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What Do All Music Artist Need In
Order To Grow?
The number one thing that all music artists need in order to grow is A
REAL AUDIENCE!!! We all know that without this your music and career
has
no life. The question that most of us have is how do we get our music in
front of not only a audience but the right audience? One way that we will
go over in this eBook is Fan Pages.
As we all know there's many ways to build and attract an audience to
your
music. There're are paid ways through ads, marketing agencies, music
promo, influencers and so on, but we know that can become very
expensive. Most of us music artist are already on a very strict budget and
this is a method that requires no money $$$ what so ever. Now you will
invest time in order to build and manage your fan page, but this will be
time well spent. Plus once you have it setup you can get a team member
to run and manage the fan page.
Have You Ever Thought. "If I Could Only Get My Music In Front Of Drake
Fans it would take off" or maybe " "If I Only Had The Money To Market My
Music To Nikki Minaj Fans" What Would Happen To Your Career?
WELL!!!!
Fan Pages Is How You Make It Happen! And! We Show You How To Do It
ORGANICALLY. NO $$$ At All.
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Proof That Fan Pages Can Build A Real Audience
FAST
Only 7 days almost 300k
impressions

Less Than 3 months of organic
growth. Over 7k Followers

Over 7k Followers From Nov.2020 - Feb
2021

Look At How Many People
Visited The Profile
Look At How Many People Click The
Link In The Bio

30 days almost 1 million
impressions

From One Post

At 8k Followers

At 8k Followers

All this GROWTH was done ORGANICALLY! NO ADS or Promo

How To Build A Audience
UNDERSTAND YOUR AUDIENCE VS THE CELEBRITY AUDIENCE.
Before you even start making your Fan Page, you want to know who
you are targeting. The way you decide this is by finding out which
celebrity relates best with your music.
For example if your music sounds like Eminem make a Eminem Fan
Page. If your music sounds like Ariana Grande make a Ariana Grande
Fan Page and so on and so on.
Also you want to find out which hashtags are associated with the
celebrity that you're making a fan page about. You can do this easily with
metahashtags.com
((This is also important when choosing the name for the Fan Page.))
Know what type of content that you want to post. Most can keep it
really simple by just reposting other people's content. Remember when
you do this that you want to give credit to the original poster. This is
actually beneficial because it attracts more eyes to your post.
You can also decide to post original/edited content. This will give your
fan page a more branded and unique look.
When you are choosing a Celebrity or Musician to make a fan page after.
Make sure they have a big enough following. The bigger and more cult
like the fan base is the faster you will grow.
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How To Target New Followers?
Now, when it comes to finding new followers and bringing more eyes to your Fan Page. We
all know the basic methods. Follow for Follow, Like Comments, Repost viral content. But, the
real question is who do your target and why do you target them?
Common sense is that we want to engage with fans of the celebrity who the fan page is all
about. The reason why is because you make similar music and feel that your music will
resonate with the same fans as Lil Wayne or Drake or maybe Maroon5 or whomever you
choose to make the fan page about.
The place to target fans of the celebrity is simply in the comment section of the actual
celebrities profile. These fans show true dedication to the celebrity. They take out the time
to comment, like, and share which is the type of followers that you want. The ones who
ENGAGE. But, that's not all see when you click on some ones profile that's in the comment
section, you want to look for 1 thing.

Their follow to followers ratio.

Theses are the people that you want to Follow, like their post. Why? Because it's proving that
people on Instagram who follow more people than they have followers have a higher rate of
clicking the Follow button. It's very simple, but we over look it. I know people may hate doing
follow for follow method, but this is proving on IG if done correctly. Also, you only have to do
this in the beginning stages 1k-3k followers. After that Instagram will start exposing your
content more and more. At this time you want to post more consistently to keep momentum
and relevancy. You also nurture your followers with new content.

Step #1 Building Your Fan Page
The first thing when it comes to building a fan page is choosing the
username. You want to choose a name that is similar to the celebrity's
name. ie @kimkardashianfavs or @eminemfavedits

This is a VERY IMPORTANT TIP!
When choosing your username. Go to metahashtags.com or the search
bar on Instagram and see if you can find a hashtag that is related to the
celebrity name that isn't a username already. Make This your Fan
Page username. This maybe a little tricky but it is definitely worth
trying.
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MAIN Benefit of getting your username idea from a popular hashtag.
[People will tag you in post, comments, and stories automatically,
which gives you more potential followers on autopilot
Remember that even if the name is close/similar to the celebrities
name or popular hashtag you will still get accidental tags and
mentions.]
This will definitely help to promote faster growth to your fan page
later down the road.

Step #2 Choosing A Profile Picture
When it comes to the profile pic. I would definitely choose a pic of the
celebrity. It will be more appealing if you use a custom pic of the
celebrity. This will appeal to the celebrity's fans, because it's relatable
unique and stand out.
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Step #3 Create A Simple Eye- Catching Bio
When it comes to making a great looking bio you want to make sure you
cover some pointers.
1. For the category you want to make sure you use Fan Page. If you don't
see it type it when it ask you to choose a category.
2. Make sure you let it be known that you're NOT impersonating the
celebrity or musician. Also that the page is for supporting the artist
3. Do NOT place Dm Me For Promo in the BIO in the beginning process.
You have no following for one, and it looks like that's the only reason for
the fan page and this will turn followers away. Quality Content First!
4. Using Emojis Help Grab More Attention In The Bio Area
5. Now when it comes to the website link. I would say go ahead and use
your link or to be even more supportive. Make a playlist on YouTube or
Spotify of the celebrities music or news and share that link. This will
make the followers more inclined to engage with the playlist. Now you
can sprinkle your similar music here and there throughout the playlists.
6. Always add Follow for Follow Or Follow The (Username) In The Bio
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Step #4 Time To Add Content
Before you want to make your page public. You want to add at least 9 to 12 post.
You want these to be your best 12 images or videos. This will give your page an
active presence versus looking dead and boring.
Make sure to use relevant hashtags for each post. Also start your own hashtag that
you place in every post. Make it your username or relevant to the fan page.
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Step #5 Make Your Fan Page POPULAR?
Now that you have your content, username, and bio done. Now it's time
to get FOLLOWERS!! How do we do this? Simple by ENGAGING with the
FANS. You like their post. Reply to comments and follow them. The
comment section of the celebrity or musician is your playground. This is
where you will gain more eyes and followers for your fan page.

The next way to grow your followers is Consistency. You want to make
sure you post every day. Yeah that's right . DAILY!!! The more you post.
The more people see you. This makes people remember you if they
didn't follow you the first time. Also Instagram favors accounts that stay
on the platform and keeps others on the platform
Next step to bringing in more followers is Hashtags. Now many people
have different strategies that they swear by, but I'll just go over what
works for me. When it comes to hashtags you want to ask yourself what's
the 5 - 10 most popular hashtags for this artist. The artist name should
be at the top. You can get these hashtags just by searching the artist
name on Instagram.
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Now you want to find 5 - 10 hashtags that are relevant to what's going on in
the post, the genre, culture or community of the celebrity ie.. #rap #hiphop
#rock #country #rapculture #rapartist #gospel #guitarsinger #coversong
#liveperformance #concert #rnb #singersongwriter etc etc.. You can find
these hashtags from other fan pages of the same celebrity are musician. The
way you find other fan pages is just simply searching the celebrity name

Find Fan Pages

Relevant Hashtags
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How To Expand Your Reach Using HashTags
If you look at the image above you see the vehicle is a #mercedes. The location is
also mentioned in hashtag form in the comment section. You can use things like the
location or actual items, other people that are in the video or image to expand your
reach for new followers using hashtags.
Another way to expand your reach is through Instagram Reels and posting in IGTV.
There are many other ways to grow your fan page. Theses are just some of the ways
to do it organically.

Step #6 How To Monetize Your Fan Page
I suggest that you don't start promo for others until you have a loyal following of
at least 3k-10k followers
Now, Here's what everyone has been waiting for. How to monetize your Fan Page? You
can monetize your fan page in multiple ways. One thing to remember is that you don't
want to over promote other people on your fan pages home profile, because the main
reason the followers are there is for the celebrity.
Here's the list of ways that you can monetize your fan page.
* Shout outs for a limited time
* Posting to the fan pages stories for 24hrs
* Adding an artist link to your bio for a limited time
* Tagging a artist profile username in your bio for a limited time
* Posting to your feed for a limited time
* Curate playlists on YouTube/Spotify of the celebrities music. The fan page will drive
real listeners to the playlists. You can then sign up with submithub and charge a review
fee for potential placement

The Do's & Don't When It Comes To Growing
Your Fan Page
What To Do:
* Dedicate 2-3 months to consistently apply this strategy and watch it work.
* Post Daily For Faster Growth
* No need to re-invent the wheel. Do what works ie. liking, following, sharing others
content.
* Keep it simple. Don't over think this.
* Use an existing hashtag for your username and account name if possible.
* Always stay engaged in the comment section of your fan page celebrity's main page.
* Stay engaged in your own comments section of your post.
* Nurture your followers with stories. Make them laugh, enjoy new music, feel inspired
* Use trending memes in your stories.
* Promote new music in your stories. (This works best after you hit 10k follower swipe
down feature is activated)
* Keep conversations going, but always remain neutral
* Always remember to Tag your main IG music profile in the bio of your Fan pages
* Always stay true to the fan page and the followers.
* Always give credit when using someone else content (image or video edits)
What NOT to Do:
* Never get into any disputes in the comments.
* Do NOT place Dm Me For Promo in the BIO in the beginning process. If you do wait
until you have a loyal audience of 3k-5k or more followers
* Stay respectful of Instagram Terms And Conditions.
* Never use auto liking, auto follow, auto post scheduling apps/software that you have
to login with your Instagram.
* Don't go overboard with promo
* Never Impersonate The Celebrity

Conclusion
I truly hope this helps open your mind to new marketing ideas to GROW your music
and even creating something that you can monetize as well. Creating Fan Pages has
truly changed my life and how I market my own music and production. I'm glad to
share this with not only because I know what it feels like to have my music sit
stagnate with no streams/plays or companies not really giving you real results from a
real audience. This is a tried and true way to grow organically. Even the music
industry themselves use meme pages and fan pages to grow artist profiles.
This is so easy a kid can do it.

The Owner Of This Fan Page Is 17 Yrs Old
Ps. This Strategy Actually Works On TikTok As well. Sometimes,
The growth is even faster!!!!

The whole idea behind this method is to direct the targeted
followers of the fan page to your artist profile. As long as you
have a similar style of music as the fan page, you will grow.
If You Have Any Questions Email
dreammusicprfirm@gmail.com

